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SPLENDID  
SPANISH QUARTZ
BY SUNNY SURANA

AS YOU PROBABLY KNOW, I AM ADAMANT 
ABOUT CARRYING ONLY THE MOST SUPERIOR 
QUARTZ SURFACES IN OUR SHOWROOM.

The benefits of quartz—durability, hardness, stain resistance, 
and much more—have pushed it to the top of homeowners’ 
and designers’ “must-have” lists. Quartz wears very well in 
many applications, even under intense daily use as a kitchen 
countertop in a family home.

In traveling to Spain, we have forged a strong relationship with 
its first manufacturer of quartz surfaces, Compac. CRS Marble & 
Granite is bringing Compac’s Technological Quartz to the Raleigh 
marketplace. We carry fourteen colors from the line, which are 

all inspired by lakes, forests, rocks, mountains, and other natural 
textures. In shades of cream, white, gold, black, and gray, Compac 
is taking the best of nature and combining it with the latest tech-
nology to create a high-grade quartz.

WHY IS THIS PRODUCT SO EXCITING FOR HOMEOWNERS?  
Compac’s manufacturing process adds new properties to quartz, 
better adapting it to homeowners’ everyday needs. With unbelievable 
impermeability and hardness, Technological Quartz has:

• minimal water absorption;
• maximum durability;
• impact resistance;
• stain resistance; 
• and imperviousness to abrasion and scratches.
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR HOMEOWNERS?  
It all adds up to what most of our clients want: a countertop 
that is easy to clean, low maintenance, and has a long life. By 
starting with a natural base of 95 percent quartz with added resin 
and pigment, Compac quartz is one of the hardest countertop 
materials available.

Don’t forget, we still carry LG Viatera quartz through an exclu-
sive distributor partnership with the manufacturer. This product 
line provides even more color choices for homeowners searching 
for the perfect match for a specific project. We have fifty color 

choices of this particular product line in-house. No matter which 
quartz a homeowner chooses, trained design consultants in our 
design center provide the assistance and samples needed to make 
a confident choice for a beautiful result in the home.

We put our good name behind these quartz surface products. 
Whether our clients choose LG Viatera or Compac quartz, CRS 
continues to build on its high level of trust with homeowners that 
has been established over the last twenty-plus years. We want 
clients to lean on our trustworthy name while exploring all the 
benefits and beauty quartz can add to their homes. u

Contact Sunny Surana at CRS MARBLE & GRANITE’S 
Raleigh showroom at 7521 Exhibit Court or visit CRSGRANITE.COM.

CELEBRATING FIFTEEN YEARS. FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED.

“THE BENEFITS OF 
QUARTZ HAVE PUSHED 

IT TO THE TOP OF 
HOMEOWNERS’  
AND DESIGNERS’  

‘MUST-HAVE’ LISTS.”


